
Abstract. Although hyperbaric oxygen has been shown to
enhance the efficacy of radiotherapy and chemotherapy
for the treatment of several malignant tumors, the impact
of hyperbaric oxygen on osteosarcoma has not yet been
demonstrated. In this study, we investigated the efficacy of
hyperbaric oxygen alone and in combination with an anti-
cancer drug as an adjuvant to chemotherapy. In vitro, highly
metastatic murine osteosarcoma cell lines were exposed to
hyperbaric oxygen and cell viability was examined. Hyper-
baric oxygen alone significantly suppressed cell proliferation,
and hyperbaric oxygen plus carboplatin exhibited significant
synergism in suppression of cell proliferation. In vivo, C3H
mice were subcutaneously inoculated with osteosarcoma
cells and divided into four groups: control, hyperbaric oxygen,
carboplatin, and carboplatin plus hyperbaric oxygen. After
5 weeks, increase in both tumor volume and number of
lung metastases was significantly suppressed in the hyper-
baric oxygen group. Concomitant hyperbaric oxygen clearly
enhanced the chemotherapeutic effects of carboplatin on both
tumor growth and lung metastasis in osteosarcoma-bearing
mice. Moreover, mortality in the carboplatin plus hyperbaric
oxygen group was significantly lower than in the other three
groups. These findings suggest that hyperbaric oxygen plus
carboplatin combination therapy could be an appropriate
therapeutic regimen for the treatment of patients with osteo-
sarcoma.

Introduction

Osteosarcoma is the most common primary bone malignancy
in adolescents and young adults (1,2), and is characterized

by the proliferation of tumor cells producing osteoid. The
efficacy of chemotherapy and its impact on the survival of
osteosarcoma patients is well-documented, and the identi-
fication of effective neoadjuvant chemotherapy in combination
with surgery for osteosarcoma patients has led to a signi-
ficant improvement in outcome in recent decades. However,
there are still a certain number of non-responders who do
not benefit from these improvements. Despite advancements
in multimodality treatment consisting of aggressive chemo-
therapy, metastasis develops in more than one-third of patients,
90% of whom rarely respond to salvage treatment (3). Five-
year survival rates are still only about 40-50% (4), and drug-
resistant phenotypes remain a serious problem. It is therefore
believed that new and alternative strategies for the treatment
of osteosarcoma patients are necessary.

It is known that hypoxia is a common feature of various
solid tumors (5). Insufficient vascularity creates a hetero-
geneous population of tumor cells lacking oxygen and nutrients
in most regions of tumor except those in close proximity to
blood vessels. The reduced cell division seen in areas of low
oxygenation in tumors results in resistance to both radio-
therapy (6,7) and chemotherapy (8). Moreover, poorly
vascularized areas of tumor may be perfused by sublethal
levels of cytotoxic agents, leading to acquired resistance to
chemotherapy. A recent study also demonstrated that hypoxia
may be responsible for a variety of growth-modulating effects
that could confer growth advantage upon cancer cells (9).
Although the importance of hypoxia in osteosarcoma has
not been clarified, Yang et al recently found that expression
of hypoxia-inducible factor-1 (HIF-1), which has been
suggested to be an endogenous marker of tumor hypoxia
(10), significantly affected overall survival and disease-free
survival in patients with osteosarcoma (11). This suggested
that tumor hypoxia may also play a significant role in the
treatment of osteosarcoma, and that modification of tumor
hypoxia can therefore be considered an attractive therapeutic
target in patients with osteosarcoma.

Hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy has been applied
clinically for the treatment of various diseases including
air embolism, carbon monoxide poisoning, osteonecrosis,
and non-healing wounds. HBO therapy involves the admini-
stration of 100% oxygen at high pressure. It dramatically
increases the amount of oxygen dissolved in plasma, oxy-
genates hypoxic tissues, and promotes neovascularization,
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ultimately leading to increased blood flow (12). These charac-
teristics of HBO are expected to increase the oxygen partial
pressure within the tumor and render it more susceptible to
radiotherapy. Indeed, HBO has been used extensively and
successfully in radiotherapy to increase tumor radiation
sensitivity and tumor oxygenation (5). In the same fashion,
HBO is also expected to improve perfusion of chemo-
therapeutic agents in hypoxic tumor and the susceptibility
of tumor cells to such drugs. It has therefore also been
used in combination with chemotherapy for the treatment of
malignancy (5). However, the impact of HBO on osteo-
sarcoma as an adjuvant to chemotherapy has not yet been
reported.

The effects of HBO alone in the treatment of malignancy
remain controversial. The outcomes of experimental and
clinical studies of the effects of HBO on cancers as stand-
alone treatment have varied. Some studies have suggested
that HBO may promote growth or recurrence of malignancy
by promoting angiogenesis (13,14) while other studies have
demonstrated growth-inhibitory effects (15,16). However,
two independent groups recently extensively reviewed experi-
mental and clinical data in the literature over the past 50
years, and concluded that intermittent HBO exposure had no
stimulatory effects on primary or metastatic cancer growth
(5,17). It also seemed that HBO may have no tumor
stimulatory effect on osteosarcoma. Therefore, the impact
of HBO alone against osteosarcoma should be clarified.

The objective of the present study was to evaluate efficacy
of HBO alone and in combination with an anti-cancer drug
against osteosarcoma as an adjuvant to chemotherapy. Here,
we demonstrated that HBO alone significantly reduced
both tumor growth and lung metastasis of osteosarcoma.
Moreover, concomitant HBO clearly enhanced the chemo-
therapeutic effect of carboplatin (CBCDA) against both cell
growth and lung metastasis in osteosarcoma-bearing mice.
In addition, HBO therapy in combination with CBCDA
significantly increased survival. Our findings suggested that
the relatively high levels of oxygen deliverable with HBO
can be used in combination with chemotherapy to over-
come lack of response to treatment in patients with osteo-
sarcoma.

Materials and methods

Cells. The highly metastatic mouse osteosarcoma cell line
LM8 (18) was obtained from RIKEN BioResource Center
(Ibaraki, Japan). LM8 cells were cultured in Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) (Sigma, USA) supple-
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, HyClone, USA)
and penicillin-streptomycin (50 U/ml) (Gibco, Invitrogen
Corp., USA) at 37˚C in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere.
Media were changed every 3 days.

Cell viability assay. Cell viability was determined by the
MTT assay as described previously (19). In brief, LM8 cells
were plated in 96-well culture plates at an initial density
of 5x103 cells/well. After 24 h, media were changed to fresh
medium containing various concentrations of an anti-cancer
reagent. Cells were then incubated for 48 h. HBO therapy
was administered at a pressure of 2.5 atm for 60 min, and

performed three times, just before the administration of
drugs, at 24 h and at 48 h. During the final 4 h, cells were
incubated with 10 μl of MTT stock solution (5 mg/ml)
(Sigma, Steinheim, Germany). Optical density was measured
at 630 nm.

Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA fragmentation. 3T3 and
LM8 were plated on 10-cm dishes. HBO was performed and
DNA was sampled after 48 h. Cells were centrifuged at
5000 rpm for 5 min and washed in PBS twice and then
pelleted at 12000 rpm for 10 min. The pellet was resuspended
in a lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4, 10 mM
EDTA, pH 8.0, and 0.5% Triton X-100) for 10 min at 4˚C
and centrifuged for 5 min at 4˚C. The cell extracts in 1.5 ml
Eppendorf tubes were mixed with 10 mg/ml RNase for 1 h
at 37˚C and then 1 mg/ml proteinase K for 30 min at 50˚C,
and 5 M NaCl, 120 l at -20˚C overnight. The aliquots were
centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 15 min, and supernatant was
completely removed. The DNA was resuspended in TE buffer
(10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA), and DNA
samples were electrophoretically separated on 2.0% agarose
gel containing ethidium bromide (0.4 g/ml).

Animals. Five-week-old inbred C3H female mice (CLEA
Japan, Shizuoka, Japan) were housed in cages. Mice were
maintained in a pathogen-free environment at 25˚C under
controlled lighting (12 h light/12 h darkness) and allowed
free access to water and food pellets. All experiments with
mice were approved by the Animal Care Committee of
Kagoshima University, and the mice were given the most
humane care possible.

HBO protocol. Animals exposed to HBO were placed in
cages in a specifically designed animal hyperbaric chamber
(Nakamura Iron Works Co., Ltd.). HBO therapy was
administered at a pressure of 2.5 atmospheres, 100% O2 for
90 min. A minimum of 15 min pressurization and 15-min
depressurization was allowed for animals to adjust to changes
in pressure.

In vivo animal studies. In vivo experiments were performed
on mouse osteosarcoma LM8 cells growing in C3H mice.
C3H mice were subcutaneously inoculated with 5x106 LM8
cells and divided into four groups: controls, HBO, CBDCA,
and CBDCA plus HBO. The HBO group was exposed to
HBO at 2.5 atmospheres absolute pressure for 60 min, 5 times
a week. The CBDCA group received weekly intraperitoneal
CBDCA (50 mg/kg) (20,21). The CBDCA plus HBO group
was treated with both HBO and CBDCA. Tumor size and
number of surviving mice in each group were determined
every week. After 5 weeks, mice were sacrificed and metas-
tatic foci in the lung were counted. Serum samples were also
taken. CD19+ B cells, CD4+, and CD8+ T cells as well as NK
cells were counted by FACS.

Histological analysis. Local tumors and lungs from treated
and untreated animals were dissected, fixed with 10%
buffered neutral formalin solution, and then embedded in
paraffin in routine manner. Prepared sections were stained
with hematoxylin-eosin (H&E).
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Data analysis. Values are the mean ± SD. Statistical analysis
was performed using the unpaired t-test, and findings of
p<0.05 were considered significant.

Results

In vitro effects of HBO alone and in combination with
CBDCA on LM8 cell proliferation. To evaluate the impact of
HBO on osteosarcoma, we first examined the cytotoxic effect
of HBO on LM8 cells by MTT assay. As shown in Fig. 1A,
treatment with HBO alone significantly decreased the number
of LM8 cells compared to untreated cells (p<0.01). Cell
viability after 48-h treatment with CBDCA was reduced
in dose-dependent fashion, and concomitant HBO clearly
enhanced the cytotoxic effect of CBDCA within the low
dosage range, 0.01-0.1 mg/dl (p<0.01) (Fig. 1B).

Induction by HBO of DNA fragmentation in LM8 cell line.
To explore the mechanism underlying HBO-induced cyto-
toxicity, we examined whether HBO promotes apoptosis
of osteosarcoma cells. DNA fragmentation analysis was
performed in 3T3 and LM8 cells. Agarose gel electrophoresis
showed that HBO increased intranucleosomal genomic DNA
fragmentation in LM8 cells at 48 h after treatment (Fig. 2).
These findings indicated that HBO has a direct effect on
LM8 cells, probably involving induction of double-stranded
DNA breaks. CBDCA addition group showed no ladder.

Effects of HBO alone and in combination with CBDCA in a
mouse model
HBO delays increase in tumor growth. In the control group,
LM8 tumors increased rapidly in volume (Fig. 3). The
increase in tumor volume was significantly suppressed in the
HBO group in comparison with the control throughout the
experiment (p<0.01). The increase in tumor volume was also
delayed in the CBDCA group (p<0.01). Use of HBO together
with CBDCA further decreased cell viability (Fig. 3). These
findings indicated that a tumor suppressive effect of HBO
alone and in combination with CBDCA was observed in vivo
as well as in vitro.

HBO suppresses lung metastasis. LM8 was previously
shown to form tumors with high potential for metastasis
to the lung after transplantation into C3H mice (18). Five
weeks after inoculation of LM8 cells into the back of C3H
mice, numerous nodes were observed macroscopically on
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Figure 1. Effects of HBO on cell proliferation in vitro. (A) Equal numbers of
LM8 cells were exposed to HBO (2.5 atmospheres, 100% O2, 60 min) or
normal-pressure air for 60 min, and cell viability was examined by MTT
assay. (B) LM8 cells were incubated for 48 h in the absence or presence
of the indicated concentrations of CBDCA with or without HBO exposure.
Optical density was measured at 630 nm. The means of three experiments
performed in quadruplicate are shown.

Figure 2. Electrophoretic analysis of intranucleosomal DNA fragmentation.
Equal numbers of LM8 cells were exposed to HBO (2.5 atmospheres, 100%
O2, 60 min) or normal-pressure air for 60 min and incubated for 48 h. Agarose
gel electrophoresis showed that HBO treatment increased intranucleosomal
genomic DNA fragmentation for 48 h. Lane M, 100 bp DNA ladder.

Figure 3. Effects of HBO on tumor growth in the mouse model. LM8 cells
were inoculated s.c. in the back of C3H mice on day 0. The mice were
divided into four groups as described in Materials and methods. (A)
Representative picture showing gross appearance of the tumor. (B) Size of
primary tumors evaluated weekly. Values are the mean ± SD (n=6).
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the lung surfaces in the control group. Numbers of metastatic
nodules on the surfaces of lung were significantly decreased
in the HBO group (p<0.01). Moreover, combination with
HBO significantly decreased the numbers of metastatic
nodules compared with CBDCA alone (p<0.05) (Fig. 4A).
Although not to a significant extent, the number of metastatic
foci on large cut sections of lung was also suppressed in the
HBO group, and concomitant HBO enhanced the suppressive
effect of CBDCA on pulmonary metastasis in osteosarcoma-
bearing mice (Fig. 4B and C). These findings indicate that
treatment with HBO can suppress not only the primary tumor
but also pulmonary metastasis in a mouse model of osteo-
sarcoma. Furthermore, HBO can be expected to improve the
susceptibility of osteosarcoma as an adjuvant to CBDCA.

HBO affects mouse survival rate. Since our findings clearly
demonstrated that HBO plus CBDCA significantly reduced
both tumor growth and lung metastasis in osteosarcoma,

we expected that HBO therapy in combination with CBCDA
would increase mouse survival rates. In the control group,
tumor volume increased rapidly and pulmonary metastasis
occurred. Mice became cachectic, and 50% of them died
within 5 weeks (Fig. 5). In contrast, most mice lived for five
weeks in the HBO plus CBDCA group, and Kaplan-Meier
survival analysis demonstrated a higher survival rate in the
HBO plus CBDCA group compared with the other three
groups (Fig. 5). Although HBO alone also reduced both
tumor growth and pulmonary metastasis, the survival rate
in the HBO group was not increased compared with the
control group.

Discussion

In the present study, it was shown both in vitro and in vivo
that HBO, administered without any concomitant drug, exerts
anti-tumor activity against osteosarcoma. This finding was
unexpected. In the experiments using animals, treatment with
HBO markedly suppressed local tumor growth compared to
the control group and significantly suppressed remote metas-
tasis of the tumor to the lungs. At present, HBO is used
clinically in combination with radiotherapy and chemo-
therapy as a means of treating malignant tumors. However,
no clear conclusion has been reached concerning the efficacy
of uncombined HBO therapy against malignant tumors, since
contradictory results concerning it have been reported. The
first report on HBO-stimulated growth and spread of tumor
was made in 1966 based on an analysis of clinical data from
25 patients with cancer of the neck (22), which demonstrated
that exposure to HBO alone stimulated tumor metastasis.
Subsequent animal and clinical studies revealed that exposure
to HBO alone increased local blood flow and blood oxygen
level through stimulation of vascularization, and thus stimu-
lated the spread of tumor (13,14,23). On the other hand,
several studies found that exposure to HBO alone exerted
anti-tumor activity (15,16,24). The latter finding suggests
that toxic effects of oxygen species (e.g., oxygen radicals)
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Figure 4. Effect of HBO on pulmonary metastasis in the mouse model. LM8
cells were inoculated s.c. in the back of C3H mice on day 0. The mice were
divided into four groups as described in Materials and methods. After 5
weeks, mice were sacrificed and metastatic foci in the lungs were counted.
(A) Quantitative analysis of metastatic nodules on the surfaces of lung.
(B) Quantitative analysis of metastatic foci on large cut section of lung.
(C) Representative microscopic pictures on a large cut section of lung
(HE staining) showing the presence of metastatic nodules. Values are
the mean ± SD (n=6).

Figure 5. Effect of HBO on survival in the mouse model. LM8 cells were
inoculated s.c. in the back of C3H mice on day 0. The mice were divided
into four groups as described in Materials and methods. Survival data were
analyzed by Kaplan-Meier methods, and survival periods were compared
by the log-rank test. Values are the mean ± SD (n=8).
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directly injure tumor cells, resulting in anti-tumor effects.
However, no clear conclusion has yet been reached concerning
the significance of these contradictory findings. In addition,
no report has previously been published concerning the
effects of uncombined HBO treatment on osteosarcoma.

In these circumstances, two independent study groups
conducted and reported detailed reviews of studies published
during the past 5 decades pertaining to combined treatment
involving HBO for malignant tumors in clinical cases as well
as in animals (5,17). In one of these two reviews, Feldmeier
et al (17) examined findings for all patients enrolled in
clinical studies, and reported that although recurrence or
progression of cancer was seen in 72 patients, HBO either
suppressed tumor or had no impact on it in more than 3000
patients. The same investigators reported that HBO did
not stimulate tumor progression in 15 of 17 animal studies
reported after 1966, that mixed effects on tumor were found
in the remaining 2 studies, and that HBO suppressed tumor
progression in 6 additional studies. Similar conclusions were
also reached in the review by Daruwalla et al (5). These two
reviews thus suggest that exposure to HBO alone is unlikely
to stimulate the growth of tumor cells in local or metas-
tatic lesions and is more likely to exert anti-tumor activity.
Daruwalla et al (5) reported that the effects of HBO varied
depending on tumor type, stage, drug therapy regimen, and
other factors, adding the noteworthy comment that high
anti-tumor activity of HBO was observed in animal studies
of sarcoma (25,26). In fact, strong anti-tumor effects of HBO
were shown in some other studies of the effects on BA1112
rhabdomyosarcoma, S-180 sarcoma, and other tumors
(27,28). There appear to have been no other reports on the
contribution of HBO to tumor progression. In view of these
findings, it seems likely that sensitivity to HBO differs
between carcinomas (epithelial tumors) and sarcomas (non-
epithelial tumors), and that sarcoma is more sensitive to
HBO. If this is the case, it may explain why uncombined
treatment with HBO in our study exerted marked effects
on osteosarcoma.

Although the mechanism of tumor cell suppression by
uncombined HBO treatment remains unclear in detail, it
has been reported that cell damage due to reactive oxygen
species (ROS) or free radicals plays a role in mediating
this effect of HBO (29). More specifically, tumor cells are
destroyed if ROS level rises beyond the limit of a tumor's
resistance to oxidative stress following treatment with HBO.
In fact, several recently published animal studies found
that exposure to HBO alone induced tumor cell apoptosis
(30-32). In the present study as well, DNA ladder formation
was seen 48 h after treatment with HBO, while none was
observed in the group without HBO treatment. The present
study thus demonstrated for the first time that exposure to
HBO induces apoptosis of osteosarcoma cells. This finding
suggests that induction of apoptosis is probably one of the
mechanisms by which HBO suppresses osteosarcoma cell
growth. In the past, resection was immediately performed
when dealing with osteosarcoma without lung metastasis.
Unfortunately, lung metastasis often occurred following such
treatment, with a five-year survival rate of not more than
20% during some periods. This poor outcome indicated
that micrometastasis to the lungs is already present in

patients with osteosarcoma at the time of their first visit to
the hospital in a majority of cases. In addition to control of
local tumor, treatment beginning in the early stages of
lung micrometastasis is essential. It is thus clear that the
vital prognosis of osteosarcoma is determined by success or
failure in the control of lung metastasis. In our evaluation of
C3H mice implanted with LM8 (a tumor cell line with high
potential for lung metastasis), lung metastasis was markedly
suppressed in the HBO-treated group compared to the control
group. One possible mechanism of suppression of lung metas-
tasis by HBO is suppression of local tumor growth, resulting
in decrease in number of lung metastases. Furthermore, as
indicated above, it is also possible that HBO suppresses lung
metastasis through direct anti-tumor effects (stimulation of
osteosarcoma cell apoptosis) and preservation of host immune
function (33). To clearly determine the mechanisms of these
effects of HBO, it is essential to treat detectable lung
metastases with HBO and to evaluate their responses to this
therapy. An in vitro experiment using melanoma suggested
another possible mechanism of suppression of lung
metastasis, in which HBO inhibits cell adhesion and thus
suppresses tumor potential for metastasis (34). In the present
study, the mechanism of suppression of lung metastasis by
sarcomas following treatment with HBO could not be fully
clarified. However, the findings of this study do suggest that
HBO therapy helps control lung metastasis, which is an
important factor determining the vital prognosis of patients
with osteosarcoma.

The current standard therapy for osteosarcoma is neo-
adjuvant chemotherapy composed of preoperative induction
chemotherapy, surgical resection of tumor, and postoperative
adjuvant chemotherapy. Among these, in determining the
vital prognosis of patients, a central role is played by chemo-
therapy, which is aimed at controlling lung metastasis. In
the present study, CBDCA (a platinum preparation and one
of the key drugs in treatment of osteosarcoma) was used,
and the effects of combined HBO + CBDCA therapy were
evaluated. Treatment with CBDCA in combination with
HBO resulted in significant increase in anti-tumor efficacy,
leading to suppression of lung metastasis and improvement
of survival rate. Hypotheses occasionally proposed to explain
the mechanism for increased sensitivity of tumor to chemo-
therapy by combined use of HBO include the following: 1)
Stimulation of vascularization in the area affected by tumor,
increasing the amounts of drugs reaching tumor, 2) Re-
oxygenation of tumor, inducing it to enter the phase of
division and thus become more sensitive to drugs. However,
the reason for this effect on tumor sensitivity is still unclear.
This may be related to the fact that the number of reports
published on the efficacy of HBO in elevating the sensitivity
of tumors to chemotherapy is less than that on the efficacy
of HBO in increasing responsiveness to radiotherapy. Among
experimental studies, reports are available on the effects of
HBO used in combination with fluorouracil (25,35) doxo-
rubicin (26) paclitaxel (36) and other agents. However,
only one clinical report on the combination of HBO and
misonidazole (37) is available for this type of combined
therapy. It can be expected that studies in this field will be
further advanced; including analyses of changes in intra-
cellular signal transduction related to hypoxia (38) as well
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as analyses using molecular biological approaches, to clarify
the mechanism of HBO-induced potentiating of the effects
of anti-cancer agents.

The objective of the present study was to evaluate the
effects of HBO exposure on osteosarcoma (the most frequent
type of primary malignant bone tumor) and to determine the
possibility of clinical application of HBO as an auxiliary treat-
ment of osteosarcoma. The primary question to be answered
in this study was the effect of exposure to HBO alone on
osteosarcoma cells. The findings of this study suggest that
HBO therapy is unlikely to stimulate the growth or metas-
tasis of osteosarcoma, at least under the conditions examined.
Rather than stimulating osteosarcoma growth or metastasis,
HBO markedly suppressed the growth of osteosarcoma
and its metastasis to lungs in cell cultures and in animal
experiments. HBO was additionally shown to reinforce the
effects of CBDCA, resulting in significant suppression of
osteosarcoma growth and lung metastasis compared to the
group treated with CBDCA alone and significant reduction
in the mortality rate of mice. These findings suggest that
combined CBDCA + HBO therapy is a promising means of
treating osteosarcoma and lung metastasis.
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